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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce advanced solutions to the 2023 MEDIQA-Chat chal-1

lenge, focusing on the automated generation of clinical notes from physician-patient2

dialogues. Our models achieved first place in both Task A and Task B, which in-3

volved generating individual note excerpts and complete notes, respectively. We4

employed state-of-the-art large-language-model (LLM) based approaches, includ-5

ing fine-tuning FLAN-T5-Large, Longformer Encoder-Decoder (LED), and In-6

Context Learning (ICL) with GPT-4, and explored zero-shot/few-shot learning and7

prompt engineering techniques to enhance our solutions. In Task A, our fine-tuned8

FLAN-T5-Large model demonstrated competitive performance, achieving a header9

accuracy of 0.78, Rouge1 score of 0.4466, Rouge2 score of 0.2282, Bertscore10

F1 score of 0.7303, Bleurt score of 0.5593, and an aggregate score of 0.5789,11

outperforming the second and third place teams with aggregate scores of 0.573912

and 0.5622, respectively, achieving first place among 31 entries. In Task B, both13

our GPT-4+ICL approach and the fine-tuned LED approach consistently ranked14

higher than all other 19 entries in the MEDIQA-Chat2023 competition, with our15

GPT-4+ICL approach achieving the highest aggregate scores across all sections,16

and an average section score of 0.6483. These results demonstrate the potential17

of our methods in contributing to the development of automated tools that assist18

healthcare professionals in generating accurate clinical notes and enhancing patient19

engagement. The findings of this study hold implications for the future of natural20

language processing and machine learning applications in the healthcare domain,21

and indicate the promise of large-language-models in improving the documentation22

and communication of patient information by medical professionals.23

1 Introduction24

Clinical notes are essential in patient care, serving as a critical communication tool among healthcare25

professionals, researchers, and patients while documenting medical histories Mathioudakis et al.26

[2016]. However, the burden of note production can lead to physicians being more focused on27

their screens than engaging with patients, which may compromise the quality of care and result in28

omissions Gao et al. [2022]. The growing demand for automated solutions, particularly during high29

demand and pandemics, highlights the need for advancements in this area Sutton et al. [2020]Le Glaz30

et al. [2021].31

The MEDIQA-Chat Tasks at ACL-ClinicalNLP 2023 addresses this need through an NLP competition32

focused on clinical note generation from doctor-patient conversations Abacha et al. [2023]. The33

Dialogue2Note Summarization task comprises generating individual note sections (Task A) and34

complete notes (Task B) Abacha et al. [2023].35

To develop novel approaches, we created large-language-model (LLM) based solutions within the36

MEDIQA-Chat 2023 challenge, targeting the Dialogue2Note Summarization tasks and outperforming37



other participants’ solutions. Our study presents advanced automatic medical note generation38

solutions, employing zero-shot/few-shot learning, prompt engineering, and fine-tuning. Performance39

was assessed using established benchmarks, including rouge Lin [2004], BERTScore Zhang et al.40

[2020], and BLEURT Sellam et al. [2020]. Our models secured first place in both tasks at the ACL-41

ClinicalNLP 2023 competition, demonstrating the effectiveness of our methods. This research carries42

significant implications for developing automated tools to help healthcare professionals generate43

accurate clinical notes while enhancing patient engagement, contributing to the advancement of44

clinical note generation techniques.45

2 Background and Related Works46

The generation of automated clinical notes from patient-physician dialogues has gained significant47

attention in recent years due to its potential to streamline the documentation process and enhance48

patient care Finley et al. [2018], Enarvi et al. [2020], Molenaar et al. [2020], Knoll et al. [2022].49

Various methodologies have been proposed to address this challenge, such as employing extractive-50

abstractive techniques Joshi et al. [2020], Krishna et al. [2021] and fine-tuning pre-trained language51

models (PLMs) Zhang et al. [2021].52

In addition to developing new methods, researchers have concentrated on curating high-quality53

datasets for training and benchmarking purposes Papadopoulos Korfiatis et al. [2022]. Some have54

even leveraged large language models (LLMs) to generate synthetic data for these tasks Chintagunta55

et al. [2021]. Furthermore, improving the evaluation of generated clinical notes has been a focus of56

recent studies, which have introduced both automatic metrics Moramarco et al. [2022] and human57

evaluation strategies Savkov et al. [2022].58

Although the potential of in-context learning (ICL) for note generation has been discussed in the59

literature Lee et al. [2023], our work represents one of the first rigorous evaluations of this approach,60

thereby making a significant contribution to the field.61

3 Methods62

3.1 Task A Dataset and Method63

Task A focuses on generating specific sections of a clinical note based on excerpts of diarized doctor-64

patient conversations. The training dataset for this task consists of 1200 dialogue-note-section header65

triplets and 100 validation examples. Participants must predict both the clinical note’s subsection66

header (1 of 20 possible headers) and the note content derived from the patient-physician dialogue.67

Task A’s 20 section headers are more detailed compared to the four headers used in Task B (discussed68

in the following subsection), with each header in Task A being a subset of those in Task B.69

Figure 1 outlines two potential approaches for Task A (generating section headers and the correspond-70

ing clinical note excerpt). The first approach directly finetunes the FLAN-T5 model to predict the71

section header and generate the corresponding medical note in conjunction. We also briefly explored72

an alternative approach of predicting section headers separately by training a fully connected network73

(FCN) on Instructor [Su et al., 2022] embeddings of 4-utterance segments of the provided dialogue74

excerpt. However due to the added complexity and the limited upside as seen in Table 3, we only75

included the first approach in our submission. Its performance is reported and compared with other76

winning solutions in the challenge in Table 1.77

3.2 Task B Dataset and Method78

Task B aims to generate a full clinical note from complete doctor-patient dialogues. The dataset for79

this task contains 67 training and 20 validation examples, featuring transcribed and diarized dialogues80

from complete clinical encounters between patients and physicians.81

Figure 2 (Left) outlines two approaches for Task B (generate the complete clinical note from the82

complete doctor-patient dialogue). For the first approach, we fine-tuned a Longformer-Encoder-83

Decoder (LED) model. Our second approach combines GPT4 with retrieval augmented in conext84

learning (ICL). In this approach, we retrieve the top k (k=2) most similar dialogues based on highest85

correlation of Instructor [Su et al., 2022] embeddings to that of the query dialogue and fetch their86
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Figure 1: Method overview for Task A. (A) FLAN-T5 section header and note generation. We
used FLAN-T5 to generate medical notes and headers. (B) Predict section header separately using
Instructor [Su et al., 2022] and FCN. we divide the notes into 4-utterance pieces and utilized Instructor
[Su et al., 2022] to generate embeddings. These embeddings are then used to train FCN solely for
header prediction. Lastly, a FLAN-T5 model with the predicted section headers is used for generating
notes.

Figure 2: Method overview for Task B. Left: (A) Fine-tuning a pre-trained language model (PLM)
on the shared task data. We used Longformer-Encoder-Decoder (LED). (B) Few-shot in-context
learning (ICL) with large language models (LLMs). We rank train examples based on their similarity
to the test dialogue. The notes of the top-k most similar examples are then used as the in-context
examples to form a prompt alongside natural language instructions. We used GPT-4 as the LLM to
generate the note given the prompt. Right: Prompt template for our in-context learning (ICL) with
large language models (LLMs) based approach to Task B. Each prompt to the model includes natural
language instructions, up to 3 in-context examples, and an unseen doctor-patient dialogue as input.

corresponding clinical notes from the 67 training examples. The retrieved notes are then used as in87

context examples inside the GPT4 prompt as shown in Figure2 (Right). The performance of these88
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two approaches are reported and compared with other winning solutions in the challenge in Table 2.89

90

3.2.1 Fine-tuning Pre-trained Language Models for Task B91

For Task B, we first used a fine-tuning approach with a pre-trained language model (PLM) on the92

provided training set. The Longformer-Encoder-Decoder (LED) architecture was employed for this93

task, which has a maximum input and output size of 16,384 and 1024 tokens, respectively. Fine-tuning94

began from a checkpoint tuned on a PubMed summarization dataset, which we hypothesized allowed95

the model to leverage domain-specific knowledge.96

3.2.2 In-Context Learning with LLMs for Task B97

As a second approach for Task B, we employed in-context learning (ICL) with GPT-4. This method98

involved designing a simple prompt with natural language instructions and in-context examples,99

leveraging the few-shot learning capabilities of GPT-4.100

The prompt size was limited to 6192 tokens, and up to 3 in-context examples were used, selected101

based on cosine similarity of train dialogues to the input dialogue. Dialogues were embedded using102

the instructor embedding model. In-context examples were restricted to the same ’dataset source’103

as the input dialogue, hypothesizing that this may improve performance since notes from the same104

dataset source likely have a similar structure and style.105

4 Experiments106

In this section, we present the methods and hyperparameters used for our experiments on Dia-107

logue2Note Tasks A and B.108

4.1 Task A: FLAN-T5109

For Task A, we employed the large variant of the Flan-T5 model with the following hyperparameters.110

The maximum source length was set to 1024 tokens, and the maximum target length was set to 512111

tokens. The source prefix used was: “Summarize the following patient-doctor dialogue. Include112

all medically relevant information, including family history, diagnosis, past medical (and surgical)113

history, immunizations, lab results and known allergies. You should first predict the most relevant114

clinical note section header and then summarize the dialogue. Dialogue:” Training and evaluation115

batch sizes were 8 and 12, respectively. The learning rate was 1e-4, and the optimizer used was116

AdamW. The model was trained for a total of 20 epochs with a warmup ratio of 0.1. Weight decay of117

0.01 was applied, excluding bias and LayerNorm weights, and a label smoothing factor of 0.1 was118

used. BF16 was utilized during training, and the beam size during beam search decoding was set to 2.119

4.2 Task B120

4.2.1 LED121

For Task B, we employed the Longformer-Encoder-Decoder (LED) model, with the following122

hyperparameters configured. We set the maximum source length to 4096 tokens and the maximum123

target length to 1024 tokens. The source prefix applied was identical to that in Task A. We used124

training and evaluation batch sizes of 8 and 6, respectively. The learning rate was established at 3e-5,125

and the AdamW optimizer was implemented. The model underwent training for a total of 50 epochs,126

with a warmup ratio of 0.1. We applied a weight decay of 0.01, excluding bias and LayerNorm127

weights, and utilized a label smoothing factor of 0.1. During training, we used FP16, and the beam128

size was set to 4 during beam search decoding. The minimum and maximum lengths of generated129

sequences were 1024 tokens. We incorporated a length penalty of 2.0 and restricted n-grams of size 3130

to appear only once.131

4.2.2 ICL132

For the In-Context Learning (ICL) approach, we employed GPT-4 as the large language model.133

We limited the prompt size to 6192 tokens, allowing for 2000 tokens in output. We used up to 3134
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in-context examples, ensuring that they fit within the token limit. In-context examples were chosen135

based on their cosine similarity, as determined by the instructor model embeddings of dialogue. Notes136

associated with the most similar dialogues were provided as the in-context examples. We set the137

temperature parameter to 0.2 and employed the default OpenAI API hyperparameters.138

5 Results139

5.1 MEDIQA-Chat2023 competition results - Task A140

The results of the 2023 MEDIQA-Chat competition Task A are presented in Table 1. The table shows141

the performance of the top three participating teams on the official held-out test set consisting of 200142

extracted dialogue sections with matching header-note pairs.143

Our finetuned FLAN-T5-Large achieved the highest performance across almost all metrics with a144

header accuracy of 0.78, Rouge1 score of 0.4466, Rouge2 score of 0.2282, Bertscore F1 score of145

0.7303, Bleurt score of 0.5593, and an aggregate score of 0.5789. Our method outperformed the146

second and third place teams, who achieved an aggregate score of 0.5739 and 0.5622 respectively.147

Method Header Acc. Rouge1 Rouge2 Bertscore_F1 Bleurt Aggregate Score

Flan-T5-Large
(Ours - 1st

Place Team)
0.78 0.4466 0.2282 0.7303 0.5593 0.5789

2nd Place Team 0.71 0.4216 0.2017 0.7247 0.5753 0.5739
3rd Place Team 0.74 0.4303 0.2078 0.7187 0.5377 0.5622

Table 1: Task A Official 2023 MEDIQA-Chat competition results. Metrics were calculated on the
offcial held-out test set consisting of 200 extracted dialogue sections with matching header-note pairs.

5.2 MEDIQA-Chat2023 competition results - Task B148

The results of the 2023 MEDIQA-Chat Task B competition are presented in Table 2. Task B tests149

generating complete SOAP notes from clinical dialogue. Models were evaluated based on their150

performance on a held-out test set consisting of 40 full doctor-patient dialogues with matching SOAP151

notes. Aggregate scores were reported for each of the four defined SOAP note sections (Subjective,152

Objective Exam, Objective Results, and Assessment & Plan) and rouge1 was reported for the entire153

note as a whole.154

The table shows the results for the top three teams, ranked by the average section score across all155

sections. Both our GPT4+ICL approach and the finetuned LED approach significantly outperformed156

all other 19 entries in the MEDIQA-Chat2023 competition. In particular, our GPT4+ICL approach157

achieved the highest aggregate scores across all sections, with an average section score of 0.6483.158

It also achieved a Rouge1 score of 0.5851 on the whole note, second only to our finetuned LED159

solution. We speculate that this is because the LED solution produced SOAP note lengths similar to160

that of the ground truths whereas the GPT4 solution often produced SOAP notes that were more clear161

and succinct. Content wise, the GPT4 solution outperforms LED as the latter is limited by the size of162

the training data. This hypothesis currently being verified and evaluated by a team of clinicians.163

Overall, the competition results in Table 1 and Table 2 demonstrated that state-of-the-art models can164

achieve high performance on the task of generating SOAP notes from clinical dialogue.165

5.3 Task A section header prediction using Instructor embeddings166

We evaluate our Flan-T5-Large model, which is finetuned on both the official training set and our167

synthetic dataset (S2). FLAN-T5-Large achieves a test accuracy of 0.79 on test set header accuracy168

when trained on the combined O and S2 datasets.169

We also explore the use of a fully connected network (FCN) trained on Instructor [Su et al., 2022]170

embeddings of 4-utterance parses of each dialogue and the entire dialogue, respectively. The resulting171

Instructor embeddings of 4-utterance parses are visualized in UMAP in Figure 3.172
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Method S OE OR AP
Average
Section
Score

Rouge1
(Whole Note)

GPT4 + ICL
(Ours - 1st

Place Team)
0.6059 0.7102 0.6649 0.6120 0.6483 0.5851

LED-Large
(Ours - 1st

Place Team)
0.5838 0.5915 0.5886 0.5607 0.5812 0.6141

2nd Place Team 0.4734 0.6405 0.5657 0.5368 0.5541 0.5739
3rd Place Team 0.5456 0.5307 0.5351 0.5355 0.5382 0.5622

Table 2: Task B Official 2023 MEDIQA-Chat competition results. Metrics were calculated on the
offcial held-out test set consisting of 40 full doctor-patient dialogues with matching SOAP notes.
Aggregate scores (From Rouge, Bert, Bleurt derived metrics) were reported for each of the four
defined SOAP note sections (Subjective, Objective Exam, Objective Results, and Assessment & Plan)
and rouge1 was reported for the entire note as a whole.

To mediate the class imbalance resulting from parsing the dialogues, we apply downsampling with173

thresholds of 500 and 1000 per class of section header to limit section headers associated with longer174

excerpts from dominating. The final section header is determined via majority vote. We evaluate175

Parsed + FCN on the official training set (O) and on combinations of O and our synthetic datasets S1176

and S2. The results show that Parsed + FCN with a downsampling threshold of 1000 achieves the177

highest test accuracy of 0.70 on the O + S2 dataset, with a corresponding test accuracy of 0.82 when178

at least one section header is predicted correctly.179

In addition, we evaluate All + FCN, which is trained on Instructor embeddings of the entire dialogue.180

All + FCN achieves a test accuracy of 0.717 on the official training set and a test accuracy of 0.77 on181

the combined O and S2 datasets.182

From the results, it is clear that finetuning Flan-T5 for section header prediction and subsequent183

dialogue excerpt generation achieves superior section header prediction accuracy on the test set184

compared to all FCN derivatives. Therefore, although further post processing of the parsed + FCN185

output has potential to outperform Flan-T5-Large (81% of the dialogues has at least one vote correct),186

we did not pursue the option of separate section header prediction followed by note excerpt prediction187

owing to the simplicity of the end to end Flan-T5-large approach.188

Nevertheless, we believe the parsed + FCN approach has its own interesting applications. Figure 4 is189

one such example where we parse entire doctor-patient dialogues in Task B and plot the resulting190

logits from the FCN which quite accurately reflect the content progression of the dialogue, which191

may then be utilized for extraction of relevant excerpts for a given section header or topic of interest.192

6 Conclusion193

In this paper, we present advanced solutions for automatic clinical notes generation from doctor-194

patient conversations using LLMs, employing a combination of techniques such as zero-shot/few-shot195

learning, prompt engineering, and fine-tuning. Our approach achieved first place in both Task A196

and B in the MEDIQA-Chat challenge in the ACL-ClinicalNLP 2023 competition, demonstrating197

the effectiveness of our proposed methods. Our work contributes to the development of automated198

tools that aid healthcare professionals in generating accurate and efficient clinical notes, reducing the199

workload on healthcare providers, improving the quality of care and enhancing patient satisfaction.200

The advancements in automated clinical note generation presented in this study have the potential201

to reshape the future of healthcare documentation, paving the way for more effective tools and202

techniques.203

Some possible limitations of the current work include the reliance on GPT-4 architecture, which may204

not be optimal for local deployment and may run into potential data privacy concerns. Hallucinations205

remain a concern in both finetuned LLM and GPT based solutions. Although our solution performs206
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Method
Downsampling

Threshold Datasets Test Accuracy
Test Accuracy

(at least one vote
correct)

Random Header – O 0.08 –
Majority Header – O 0.22 –
Flan-T5-Large – O + S2 0.79 –

Parsed + FCN None O 0.28 0.38

Parsed + FCN 500 O 0.66 0.78

Parsed + FCN 1000 O 0.64 0.75

Parsed + FCN 500 O + S1 0.64 0.77

Parsed + FCN 500 O + S2 0.68 0.80

Parsed + FCN 1000 O + S2 0.70 0.82
All + FCN – O 0.717 –
All + FCN – O + S2 0.77 –

Table 3: Task A section header prediction accuracy. We finetune Flan-T5-Large on the official
training set and our synthetic dataset. We also explored training a fully connected network (FCN)
on Instructor [Su et al., 2022] embeded 4-utterance parses of each dialogue and the entire dialogue
respectively. Parsing dialogue creates large class imbalances which is mediated by downsampling.
For Parsed + FCN, the final section header is determined via majority vote. The datasets used: O =
official training set, S1 = synthetic dataset of 1600 dialogues and section header-note pairs generated
by GPT3 and Davinci3. S2 = synthetic dataset of 24000 dialogues and section header-note pairs
generated by Davinci3.

well in the tested domain, it may not generalize readily to new encounters involving drastically207

different medical settings. Safe guards against hallucinations is still an open topic for discussion but208

an important issue for transition of our method to clinical use.209

Future directions for this research include exploring recently released language models, such as210

Med-PaLM Singhal et al. [2022] and LLaMA Touvron et al. [2023], and implementing advances in211

optimized exact attentionDao et al. [2022] to improve the performance of the models. Additionally,212

integrating a speech-to-text pipeline could pave the way for an end-to-end system that streamlines the213

process of medical note generation.214

Lastly, the ongoing blinded randomized assessment by clinicians serves as a crucial step in validating215

the human preference findings from this study. Real-world validation and the potential impact on216

clinical practice should remain at the forefront of this research area. By continuing to rigorously217

assess and refine LLMs, we can work towards creating more reliable, trustworthy, and safe healthcare218

systems that leverage the power of artificial intelligence.219
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Figure 3: UMAP representation of the Instructor[Su et al., 2022] embedding for Task A dialogue
excerpts, colored by the section header classes

Figure 4: The full length dialogues in Task B could be parsed into 4-utterance snippets with a stride
of 1, which can then be used as input to predict the content progression of the entire doctor-patient
conversation using the best performing section header prediction FCN in Part A. Shown is a heatmap
of the output logits for conversation D2N001 as an example.
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Figure 5: The distributions of tokens per dialogue (Top left), tokens per utterance (Top right), and
utterances per dialogue (Bottom) of the official training dataset, and synthetic datasets generated by
GPT3 and Davinci3 respectively for Task A.
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